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Religions have one thing in common with capitalism, socialism, and communism:
unsustainability.
Yuno Hu

*
Cultures have always been evolving. Old cultures fall aside and become
irrelevant. Knowledge of history should prepare you.
Adapted from Ralph Waldo Emerson

*
If it’s the last thing we ever do,
We gotta get out of this place
Girl, there’s a better life
For me and you.
The Animals

*
All the world’s problems can be solved in a garden.
Geoff Lawton

THE GREEN MANIFESTO
The gods of the world must die. They have divided humanity with wars and competition for
resources and jobs, and have shit on our planet.
We protest and pray for their help, but what have they done? What are they doing to save us
from a worse world war and a worse economic catastrophe? And what are they doing to save our
children from cancer, desertification, famine, climate catastrophe and nuclear annihilation?
So long as the gods live in our heads as objects of respect and hope, we are dead. They have
no solutions; they even deny that crises exist; and they blithely cheer us on as we charge towards
destruction.
Today, a few brave prophets are calling us to dump all political and spiritual gods for
betraying humanity. Will the gods permit us to ignore them? Will they let leave them sitting on
their pyramids of trash?
This is not a battle they can win. We are too many, they too few, all their power comes from
us, and we are fighting not for ourselves but for everyone, even for future generations, even for
the animals and the plants. We are fighting for life on Earth.
But the gods are also within us. So, we must all stop living as if we are gods endowed with
immortal souls, indifferent to danger, eager to profit from others and working at jobs that make
life vanish. We must all Green Prophets.
*
The prophets of the past did not care about the green world that gives us life; they were too
busy saving imaginary souls from imaginary sins. The Green Prophet is concerned about the real
world, about children, health, and our future on Earth, and The Green Prophet does not forget to
offer practical, actionable advice.
The Green Prophet is a brutal re-evaluation of how our precious religions have gravely
misled us in the past and how the global, quasi-religious cult of fake money, fake democracy,
fake science, fake energy and fake wealth – all the fakery produced by the gods Capitalism and
Consumerism – is quickly leading everything that lives into an enormous grave.
And yet, The Green Prophet wastes little time on gloom and doom; instead, it offers a vision
of a sustainable future.
In summary, The Green Prophet tells the story of our journey into a manmade Hell on Earth,
a story that has at least two endings, one of which isn’t very happy, while the other describes
how we will create the most beautiful Paradise on Earth.
Every Green Prophet is pro-life, not pro-life only for fetuses but pro-life for all human
beings, and pro-life for all the creatures that do us no harm, and pro-life for all the trees and
plants without which we cannot live. If you are alive, you should be a Green Prophet. If you
want to continue living, you should join the Green Prophets in their fight against the pro-war and
pro-death world. If you need help becoming a Green Prophet, read ahead. This book will prepare
you to defend your life, the lives of future generations and life generally.

First, the Green Prophet only employs violence when it is needed to defend a life in
imminent danger. We are so peace-loving that we do not dream that a god or the forces of good
will employ violence, diseases, droughts, floods, fires and Hell. The Green Prophets are godless
prophets; we warn that Nature and our bodies are already punishing everyone – religious and
nonreligious people alike – for carelessness and for the war we wage against life, against health
and against the environment.
We know that no God, no government, no weapons, no technology and no amount of money
will save us. Between ourselves, we have no use for money, and we do not care that a few ultrawealthy elites have as much wealth as four billion poor people. The wealth of the wealthy is fake
wealth. The only real wealth we can have is health and happiness, good food, good friends, and a
beautiful environment.
Green Prophets are not tolerant of unsustainable cultures. Why would they tolerate cultures
that endanger life? If people pollute, exploit and kill, if they create nothing good with their
hands, mouths and imagination, does the world need them?
If people pollute, exploit and kill, and silly god-voices in their heads tell them that they are
good people, shouldn’t those people be stopped by any means possible, for the sake of life? At
the very least, shouldn’t we destroy the voice of ignorance by speaking the truth?
Many truths exist, and one important one is that all gods and all belief in gods and belief in
immortality leads to death and destruction. As intelligent creatures, our duty is to care for each
other, not to rely on gods who know nothing about the Laws of Life.
Another truth is that all our taxes, wars, medicines, foods, elections, religions, politicians and
teachers – everything civilized works together in psychopathic harmony, and every civilization
destroys life, both animate and inanimate, both animals and plants.
How do the Green Prophets fight against the gods? Not by protesting, not by suing, not by
sentencing and not by condemning sinners to the Hell we already living in. We fight by sharing
the facts that expose our Hell, and we fight by sharing knowledge of paradise and we fight, best
of all, by building a paradise without the gods.
How? We will create radically decentralized governments, and we will reject the authority
of anyone who does not live in accordance with the Laws of Life.
How can we pursue happiness by obeying the laws of the gods? Did Jesus, Confucius,
Moses, Buddha, Muhammad or any of our political leaders care about happiness? If they did, did
they understand that armies, hierarchies, money and – I’m sorry to tell you – technology all lead
to unhappiness?
The old prophets did not have a vision of a green, blue, brown and multicolored paradise.
They were the slaves of the gods. They condemned murder and thievery but they did not
condemn war, environmental destruction, slavery and money.
We Green Prophets are radical. We know that capitalism, imperialism, and civilization have
put humanity on the road to extinction; therefore, we boycott, disinvest, and sanction civilization.
We defy taxation. We strive to liberate ourselves from governments, banks, employment and
consumerism. We invest all our energies into the creation of paradise.
Money can buy you the freedom to stop working, but paradise will be built without money –
especially the money created by the gods of fraud.

*
I have lived happily without false wealth, but without trees neither I nor anyone else can live.
Without trees, we are doomed. Trees provide food, oxygen, wind and sun protection, building
material, climate moderation, water purification, erosion prevention and soil creation. Yet,
civilization wages war against trees and forests, and we are winning that war. Hurrah!
Now, in 2019, we have massacred about 50% of our tropical forests, temperate forests have
been turned into lumber and toilet paper, and boreal forests are burning at unprecedented rates.
Our ancestors were quite the tree killers, too. They were not the simple, environmentally
wise elders we imagine. They were not equipped with flamethrowers, bulldozers and the other
tree-destroying technologies that save us so much time and trouble, but they had patience. With
They worked for over a thousand generations with mere fire and simple axes until they defeated
vast forests and created the enormous deserts and semi-deserts of the world. Their incredible
landscaping work has defaced and scarred Africa, Australia, South-West Asia, northern India,
China, and, of course, Mongolia.
This is our legacy. Is our destiny to destroy all our tropical forests by the end of the century?
It is our destiny if we don’t start treating the fate of our forests as a crisis. It is our destiny if we
continue to be good little students, workers, consumers and taxpayers. We need teachers willing
to raise the alarm and risk their jobs. We need Christians to start realizing that we are nailing
ourselves to beams of dead wood. Scientists must stop thinking of trees as photosynthesizing
machines that transform carbon, sunlight, water and minerals into profits. Artists must stop
treating trees as pretty objects to be used for settings and atmosphere.
We need to understand trees as essential to life and the Laws of Life.
*
Once upon a time, trees were worshipped. They were treasured in nearly every culture,
certainly in nearly every culture that relied on trees, and such cultures were the majority. From
Israel to Indonesia, from Hindustan to Europe, and from Africa to the Americas, trees were vital
to providing food, fuel and building materials for humans. Consequently, we invented spirits and
goddesses to represent the life-giving power of trees.
Our respect and our connection to trees has been severely degraded by so-called progress.
Modern agriculture has made us dependent on the near-deserts of farmlands that produce nothing
but pasture for cattle and grasses – wheat, sugar cane, corn and rice primarily – as well as other
small, annual crops that leave the ground bare between harvests. Agriculture, followed by
logging, are the leading causes of deforestation, yet who is willing to change their diet to save
Life on Earth? Why eat tree-borne foods such as fruit and nuts when you can eat hamburgers,
steaks and croissants? Why choose to be healthy when you can be sick? Why choose to serve
Life when you can choose to serve Death?
The world already has many active regreening and reforesting volunteer, non-profit and
charity projects, and yet, at present, as a species, we are still engaged in massive net
deforestation. To win this battle against the enemies of Life, humanity will rise up. We will be

unpredictable. We will shock and amaze. We will be engaged in a diversity of Life-protecting
actions to counter and reverse the damage being done by our enemies.
The Green Prophecies argue for regreening and reforesting the Earth. It reveals that almost
everything we are doing is normalized, ‘civilized’ insanity and that civilization violates the Laws
of Life.
*
Here are four Laws of Life. You may laugh at them, but you ignore them at your peril.
1. Plants and animals are married to one another, for they work together to create
the carbon, oxygen and other mineral cycles on which their lives depend.
Therefore, any animal that wages war against the plant world, as humans are
doing, is on the road to extinction.
2. Every animal species, humans included, is healthiest if it eats the raw, organic
foods it was created by Nature to digest and if it returns its digested plant
matter, or excrement, to the soil on which it lives. Therefore, any animal that
breaks this cycle is on the road to a miserable death.
3. To establish a global paradise, humans must learn from their senses, from the
words of their elders, and from their bodily voices.
4. To establish a global paradise, humans must live without leaders, technologies,
promises and illusions.
*
My imaginary critics sometimes ask me, “Why do you write such upsetting books? Aren’t you
afraid your enemies will hurt you and your family?”
I am afraid of people. I’m afraid they’ll continue destroying Life and the living Earth. And I
am not encouraged by the fact that our gods and religions are already being abandoned and
atheism is already growing faster than any religion.
First, our religions can easily be revived, possibly in uglier forms than the world has ever
seen. This is prophesied in books such as The Chrysalids, or Handmaid’s Tale, or American
Fascists: The Christian Right and the War on America, or Fracturing the Founding: How the
Alt-Right Corrupts the Constitution. These books argue, on the basis of history, that when
civilizations collapse, confused people panic and search for meaning and guidance in the same
religions that helped to create their unsustainable civilizations. My mission is to prevent that
error, to arm us with enough knowledge to avoid repeating the nightmare of history.
Secondly, I am not convinced that religion is disappearing. Its institutions have grown
weaker, but the religious spirit of worship and belief in immortality and authority is growing and
leading us to extinction.
And I do not think that this modern strain of atheism is a true sign of progress. Wisdom
demands much more than a refusal to believe in a ‘conventional’ god or religion. Wisdom sees
that religious or superstitious thinking is growing more popular. Blind worship and trust in

money, democracy, capitalism, Communism, consumerism, technology and so on are difficult to
distinguish from religion. Psychologically, they are the same. None of them respect Life, trees,
and the environment, and none produce much health and happiness.
For these reasons, the Green Prophets expose the hostility of our religions towards Nature
and the Laws of Life.
“But aren’t you afraid of censorship and assassins?”
Why would I fear being killed for trying to save myself and everything I love from the
people who are working so hard to kill and destroy everything I love? As for censorship, only
our extinction can silence the Laws of Life.

CIVLIZATION IS THE GLOBAL RELIGION OF DESTRUCTION AND
HUMAN SACRIFICE
For many centuries, the scattered peoples of the world have been marching on the road to living
united in one magnificent global religion of destruction and human sacrifice. The Inca ruling
elites were not the first to sacrifice humans for economic and political gains, and Jesus was not
the last man to be sacrificed by the ruling elites. Today, millions are sacrificed in our prisons,
entire nations are sacrificed on the altar of globalism and war, and everything that lives is
sacrificed for profit.
If you love numbers, you’ll love an accounting of the history of our worldwide religion of
insanity. Less than seven centuries ago, the filthy cities of medieval times combined with the
miracle of international trade caused the Black Death, killing about 200 million people
throughout the most civilized cities in Eurasia. Next, filthy, disease-ridden Europeans used their
advanced ships to deliver their diseases to the Americas, where resulting plagues likely killed
over 100 million native people. Not to be outdone by entire continents, little Englishmen
established their criminal global colonies and caused the deaths of more than 300 million
Indians. Historians claim a much smaller number of Africans died from colonialism, but King
Leopold alone killed about 10 million Congolese during his little reign of terror. Next, over a few
years, the Spanish Flu killed up to 100 million people, and this, too, was not an act of God or
Nature but an act of insane trench warfare or medical experiments. And, just three decades later,
at least 50 million died in World War II.
But that was long ago! Now, people live in relative peace. At least, to the uninformed, our
wars seem isolated and our diseases rare; the well-informed know better. War is now being
waged everywhere, by hundreds of secret military and paramilitary operations, and by police
states against their own citizens. As for disease, death by disease is the new normal. We gravely
underestimate the hundreds of millions who died and are dying as I write because of our
machines, junk foods and junk medicines.
Capitalists and colonists were not the first masters of mass suicide and genocide. War,
famines, floods and other man-made disasters are ancient by-products of every civilization
regardless of the gods we imagine.
How are our gods and governments serving us? They offer no solutions and are not
interested in revolution. Christian, Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist and all the gods you can name, not
to mention all our democratic, socialistic, despotic, monarchic and all kinds of governments –
none of them have solutions. The catastrophic global economy that is their religion.
Religions, like governments, encourage people who suffer to do nothing but pay taxes,
provide donations, mouth prayers to imagination and talk to deaf politicians.
The time has come to talk to each other and work together, without money and governments,
to create the world our children deserve.
*

Who are the gods? The gods are our creations. We grant them power to rule us. We give them
power by accepting their fake money, by giving them our hard-earned money, and by voting for
their puppets. The gods of the world think they are immortal, but they are more than mortal; they
are vulnerable not only to death but to truth, shame, guilt, and the beauty of the Laws of Life.
Who can see the gods? They are invisible and yet they are everywhere. They control
governments and they create our laws and our money, but, my friends, we are better than the
gods. They are the heartless, greedy, proud and insane few to whom we have given power.
Why respect gods who secretly laugh at us? They delight in our willingness to work and die
for our enemies and buy their garbage. Do we enjoy being a slave who must pay for everything,
for our health, for our children, for organic food, for water, even to fresh air and climate
stability?
I pity the gods. I know how small their happiness is. I know they were raised without love of
life, only love of junk and love of themselves. They do not know how to share anything but
money. What do they know of paradise?
The men and women I call the gods actually think of themselves as gods. They want
immortality and yet they already live as if they were immortal. Of course, almost everyone lives
like this. As God and his prophets never did a moment of honest work, the gods of the world sit
and issue commands, print money, and demand complete devotion to their laws – and yet, the
common citizen aspires to live like them, their masters and oppressors.
Our gods, devils and angels are the plutocrats, autocrats, and all the billionaires and “giants”
who rule nations and corporations from high above. As Peter Phillip’s Giants: The Global Power
Elite reveals, the gods live among us, and they do not listen to prayers – not even prayers from
children. But we keep praying and living with faith in governments, scientists, doctors and all the
other lesser gods.
So, don’t worry if you don’t have a religion; civilization is a religion: we work for the gods
above and their priests are armies of actors, broadcasters, journalists, politicians and teachers.
These priests keep us quiet while the gods lead us to war, debt, disease and extinction. Do they
care? They only fear losing power and wealth, and soon they might even fear paradise and the
Green Prophets.
*
I challenge you to find a holy book containing practical, empirically tested advice for creating a
better world. You might enjoy the search, but such books do not exist. In fact, our holy books
glorify suffering, deify war and disaster, support very poor dietary and farming practices, and put
readers to sleep with whispers of immortality and encouragements to ignore physical reality and
embrace suffering.
Who wrote the word ‘Trust’ on our foreheads and pulled the veil of ignorance over the eye of
perception? Beware of religious books, textbooks, newspapers and all the tentacles of the media,
for they distract and deceive.
Why would anyone trust what was written in secret and secretly funded? Who wrote our
laws? Not mothers, not artists, not poor farmers or conquered peoples.

Who – until recently – controlled and dictated everything that was written? The histories,
legends and scriptures of every major civilization was commissioned by the ruling class for the
benefit of ruling class. They created the religions we know today, and they created them for their
benefit. But they did not create their lies from nothing. They neither were nor are creative
enough for that. Instead, they corrupted existing, indigenous religio ns and altered them,
weaponized them, forced them to sanctify, glorify and legitimize war, violence, agriculture,
slavery, caste systems, poverty, monarchism and the control of the masses by a few elites.
Let us celebrate the fact that the scriptures are losing readers and let us weep over the fact that
that now the mass media is busy indoctrinating billions of people to believe they need
Government, War, Technology, Money, Infinite Growth and False Wealth. As God used to say,
“They need me, therefore I must exist.”
*
Beware of your religions, especially when they are in bed with the state. Wherever a religion is
permitted and even supported by the state, you can be sure religious leaders have bowed to the
state. And if the state is capitalistic, your religious leaders will bow to the super-predators and
kindly ask them to share a few more crumbs with the poor, sick, homeless, landless and starving.
The first Christians refused to bow to the state. Ultimately, the state was forced to adopt their
religion, but the state corrupted it, castrated it, and made it a weapon of the state. They changed
Jesus from a man who challenged the state into a man who supported taxation and accepted his
execution by the state. All prophets, saints and sages are the lackeys and slaves of kings,
emperors, sultans and so on.
Did the scriptures teach us how to be healthy, how to manage life-giving water supplies, how
to improve the climate, how to raise children, how to create anything beautiful? Nothing! On the
subject of food and nutrition, our scriptures are almost as bad as our junk food advertisements.
Did Jesus, Krishna, Buddha or Muhammad give us any of the rights enjoyed even by animals?
Did they give us the right to grow your own food and live without paying parasites and thieves
for stolen land and overpriced shelters? They did not give us any revolutionary rights, for they
served the elites.
Now we receive only those human and civil rights that do not impact the power and profits of
the elites. Now the state trumpets the song of Equality for All. It gives everyone the right to vote,
work and participate in a system that will destroy everything that lives. This is what they call
progress: giving homosexuals, transsexuals, minorities, females, the poor and robots the right to
participate as equals in our collective misery and suicide.
But everyone can whitewash themselves and take refuge in the belief that they will go to
Heaven or Nirvana after they destroy Life and damn Justice.
Every scripture overtly or covertly supports imperialism for the simple reason that every
scripture and religion was designed by imperialists. The secret dictators of every empire only
permitted pro-status quo, anti-revolutionary and pro-imperial religions to exist. Therefore, none
of the world’s scriptures denounce the multi- millennium- long class war or encourage the poor to
protest their exploitation.
Why do our scriptures never denounce power? Because they were written for the powerful.

Why do our scriptures encourage you to reject all forms of wealth? Because their authors
want to prevent reforms, revolutions and fair distribution of natural resources.
Why do our scriptures never promote a global exodus from cities and civilization? Because
they are the tools of those who profit from the status quo.
Who will write the scripture that grants me the right to live apart, without money, without
war, and without our beloved technologies of slavery and environmental destruction?
*
My enemies say, “We need religion! Religion is our only conscience! Evil is rampant because
churches and temples are empty! The fall of religion and its eclipse by mindless consumerism,
celebrity worship and faith in science and democracy – that is the sole reason for our troubles
and our looming extinction.”
Don’t worry about the fact that atheists comprise the fastest growing ‘religious’ group on
Earth. What need has the Earth of atheists who bow before teachers, governments, screens and
wallets? The trouble is not that we have lost our religions but that we are more religious than
ever. We might not be visiting our neighborhood religious services, but that’s only because we
are too busy worshipping in our malls, theaters, and vacation resorts – not to mention in
cyberspace.
So, let’s celebrate! Let’s celebrate the fact that the age of unity in diversity has arrived!
Today, all religions are one! Yes, it’s true! Religions exist in harmony and they agree on all the
fundamentals; – namely, that governments are necessary, wars are necessary, political activism is
unthinkable and false wealth is wonderful!
Yes, peace and unity among the religions!
Forgive me for laughing too much. Of course, almost every religion is fundamentally the
same; they are all doctrines of ignorance, tools of class warfare, and psychopathy dressed as
spiritual revelation.
Granted, not all religious institutions have supported war, but all religions encourage war,
for thanks to them we deny our mortality and march, eyes closed, heads full of pride and
illusions, straight into our graves.
Thanks to our religions, we think we are immortal. Do people who believe in immortality
care that they waste their lives behind screens and in schools, offices and factories? Do
‘immortals’ care about climate catastrophe, nuclear war, and the near certainty of dying from one
of our many manmade diseases?
Oh, all you immortals, I wish you would either wake up or jump into your graves. Please, do
it for the children, for the sick and poor, and even for the bees, trees and butterflies.
Or what? Are you ready to admit that civilization is a mistake? Are you ready to start
creating paradise?

THE RELIGION OF BULLSHITTISM
The Psychopathic Creators
Bullshittism is the real Globalism. Bullshittism is also much older than Globalism. It is likely
older than civilization.
Bullshittism should not be confused with Globalism. Globalism is a sterilized, prettified
vision a world of idiots united in their pursuit of false wealth but still so uncivilized and unruly
that they need a one-world government equipped with a vast network of police, prisons and
propagandists.
Bullshittism exists wherever insanity is normalized and wherever insane traditions are
imposed on harmless, weak-willed people.
The Bullshitters create the world in their image, the image of insanity.
Today, the Bullshitters want to create an insane world in which billions of industrious people
happily work in harmony to destroy the fabric of live in return for laws, cables, electro-magnetic
waves, satellites, shipping lanes, air traffic, highways, bad food, overpriced drugs, shelters and
toys. The Bullshitters do not imagine a world of human communities living in harmony in
forests, with food-bearing trees, little labor, no doctors, free homes, and high on Life.
According to the Bible, God created people in his image. In reality, psychopathic elites are
creating us in their image – but which image? The gods of the world are insane. They shape our
minds and thoughts with their churches, schools and media. They turn us into domestic sheep,
obedient workers, faithful taxpayers and willing prey. That is their intent. But some people don’t
enjoy being sheep; some prefer to be wolves and cannibal sheep. And, a few of us refuse to be
either sheep or wolves and insist on being human.
Who created the creators? The people were weak, bowed and paid the taxes that created the
creators. We should have killed Christopher Columbus the moment we knew he carried swords
and guns, but we were just little Christophers; we carried spears, so we respected the invader’s
greater weapons, and we bowed, became slaves and ghosts.
Every Green Prophet works to create a world without violence and deception, and they will
create a new world in the image of honesty about death and love of life.

The Co-Evolution of God and Government
Our religions are in their twilight hour; unfortunately, the greatest religion of all, Bullshittism,
has become a global power, sparing none and threatening to destroy everything that lives.
Fortunately, the gods of Bullshit are not immortal. They evolved from almost nothing to become
global powers, global pandemics, but one day, they too will die and be nothing more than faint
memories of bullshit.
Like the unseen, unborn fetus, the gods (you know I mean human shit) were first conceived in
darkness, without any form other than Mother Nature, for all the spirits were identified with sky,
trees and animals. Then we still viewed Nature as a world pregnant with spirit.

Slowly, the spirits received independent shapes. They were born as they separated from
Nature. Slowly, they grew into powerful gods who listened to prayers and reigned over sky, land
and water. Then, they turned into human-like gods who represented human creations such as
war, altars, trade, cities and ships, and some had more power, and the most powerful gods ruled
over the lesser gods.
Finally, in the climax of power, the gods were amalgamated into one totalitarian God. To
describe the fact more poetically, the gods were defeated by a single, all-powerful god, the
despotic God who lives apart from Nature and thinks he needs no partners, no friends, no life, no
love.
This evolution is not random or mysterious; it is the logical result of a species sinking ever
deeper into ignorance and fantasies of power. This evolution happened unconsciously as people
grew more powerless while their leaders – like their almighty gods – grew more powerful and
terrible.
In short, at every stage, the evolution of religion is a reflection of the development of the
political world.
People who believed in spirits or gods without hierarchies lived in societies without
hierarchies. As political hierarchies and rulers emerged, so polytheistic religions emerged with
gods ruling over other gods. As monopolistic rulers like pharaohs, czars, sultans and emperors
arose in the world, so religions became monotheistic, with one god having everything.
All the monotheistic religions were invented by people living under monarchies and other
social orders that centralize power in the hands of one or a few monopolists.
Now the age of monotheism is ending because the age of monarchism is nearly finished.
However, from the shadows, new monarchs secretly rule our world; they are the ultra-wealthy
elites (Peter Philips, Giants: The Global Power Elite). These elites hide behind political puppets
whose political lives are short-lived presidential terms.
Thanks to the media, people are blissfully unaware of the elite money wizards pulling their
strings and the industrial elites killing their planet. Those who do understand, are too cowardly to
resist and save their lives, if they still care about life, their children – if they have them, and other
lives, even animals, if they care about them. Most don’t. These apathetic sheep are busy being
entertained by everything, even by the political puppet show of their temporary leaders.
Without permanent, godlike leaders, people lose the instinct of worship, lose respect for
politicians, become apolitical and – unconsciously – they slide into atheism. Shallow, still
unconscious atheism is booming in our leading democracies. In the near future, atheists will be
tested. The ultra-rich, power-hungry gods are already pushing for a world government and as the
people’s increasingly urgent calls for action continue to be ignored, everyone will realize that
their puppets are controlled by powerful hands.
When faith in democracy crumbles, many will panic at the thought of revolution and happily
embrace a dictator. They will lose the chance to lead themselves and become citizens of life and
Nature; they will remain obedient slaves of the state, not conscious atheists, anarchists, mortalists
and beings who know how to create a paradise for life. While nations and empires begin to
deteriorate within, mentally unfit people panic, look to their old religio ns for help and imagine
they need a godlike dictator to maintain law and order.

Again, God and the State co-evolve, and religion is a mirror of the political world, and
possibly vice versa.
More evidence is not hard to summon. The Egyptian god of writing, Thoth, mirrored the
existence of an actual class of government scribes; Brahma, the Hindu god responsible for
dictating the Veda scriptures, is only a reflection of the Brahmins (or Kshatriyas) who actually
dictated or masterminded the writing of the Veda scriptures; Hermes, the Greek messenger god,
merely reflected the Hellenic tradition of using messengers to communicate between oracles and
political leaders.
Greeks, Romans, and early Christians all had many gods, demigods, angels and saints whose
imaginary duties reflected real economic and political functions. Ganymede, the cup-bearer of
the Greek gods, was a glorified image of the slave and table servant. Saint Nicholas was a
Christian patron saint of sailors; his image and legend did not exist until sailing became a
profession. Santa Claus, the great imaginary gift giver, only arose after wealth became unequally
distributed and the wealthy few were able to give their crumbs to the poor masses.
God and government lead to global slavery and species extinction, but as doomsday
approaches, the Green Prophets will awaken and save humanity from Bullshittism and Hell on
Earth.

The Holy Government
Religion is a flattering, gold-framed mirror for the ugliness of a world mired in bullshit. The
ruthless, totalitarian power of the Egyptian dynastic bullshitters was glorified by their bullshit
about a benevolent ruling god and by their bullshit belief that only the pharaoh could save them.
If the ancient Egyptians invented the totalitarian, monotheistic god, this merely reflected the fact
Egyptians centralized power in one man, the pharaoh.
Muslims, Jews and Christians also believed in an all-powerful god because they were ruled by
all-powerful shahs, czars, kaisers, emperors, sultans, and so on.
According to most of the world’s major religions, if you do not please your imaginary allpowerful God you go to an imaginary Hell of pain and suffering; and in most modern nations, if
you break their laws you will suffer in their prisons and penitentiaries.
The United States of Bullshit is a plutocratic republic – a kakocracy – pretending to be a
democracy. This is why atheism is its fastest growing belief system – although it has no system
and it has only one belief. This shapeless, largely unconscious atheism represents the beginning
of a new culture.
Meanwhile, the government remains God incarnate. As the omnipresent God is still
worshipped by most Americans, the U.S. government is omnipresent. The Goderment dictates
every aspect of life, including where you can loiter, what you can build, what we can grow on
our property, what we do with the unborn, what medicines we give our children, and so on.
The U.S. government is omniscient: its ears and eyes are everywhere. It hears, it watches and
it reads everything. Like God, it knows everything but understands nothing.
Today the U.S. government is so godlike, it is nearly omnipotent. Like God and all his
incarnations from the Buddha to Jesus, he did not have the skill needed to make children smile,

but he turned cities into pillars of salt and gave his crumbs to the hungry. Thus, today the U.S.
assassinates citizens extra-judicially, saves a few starving children with handfuls of crumbs, and
meanwhile it feeds poisons to its citizens and takes their wealth by stealth and taxation. What
can’t it do? It cannot create peace; it cannot feed itself; and, it lacks the power to do any good.
How God-like is that?
The U.S. government boasts of separating religion from politics, yet psychologically and
historically, they have co-evolved and both will perish in a common grave.
The Green Prophets have no interest in being god-like. They commit treason by fighting for
life and for humanity, for they love being human, mortal and exuberant.

*
Although the religious and secular worlds have co-evolved, presently the secular or unholy world
is dominant over its twin. The influence of religious institutions is fading. Now almost everyone
is too busy believing in and participating in the secular ‘religion’ that worships the trinity of
Government, Money and False Wealth.
Despite the evidence, most people believe that governments are necessary, benevolent,
godlike institutions that protect them, care for them, and lead them to prosperity –a Heaven of
false wealth.
Statism, or belief in government, is a religion. Like belief in any religion, statism gives
believers a dangerous and false sense of security. Belief in God and immortality has led
humanity to treat life and human flesh like garbage. Belief in government has done the same.
How many soldiers trust that their governments waged just wars? How many patients trust that
government certified medicines and doctors will not sicken and kill them?
Like God, the elites who control our governments and corporations want to be omnipotent,
omnipresent and omniscient. And, they want to be worshipped, loved and trusted.
Today, even among so-called democratic nations, more power is held by a smaller percentage
of people than ever before, and the world’s wealth—both real and false—is now, more than ever,
concentrated in the hands of a few. The wealthiest hundred people now own as much as the
poorest billions of people. The cruel logic of endless economic growth threatens to place all
power and wealth in the hands of one Supreme Financial God.
Military violence, technology and the lying, idiotic media have already given modern leaders
and states more power than ever, more power than any king or emperor ever wielded. Now,
modern governments are incarnations of God on Earth. They – or the so-called Deep State – are
playing God by using their high-tech tools of catastrophe to sicken, brainwash and kill
populations, control the weather, crash stock markets and drive everyone insane. Nuclear
warheads, supersonic jets, chemical and biological weapons, geoengineering technologies,
drones and electronic media are just some of the toys of the ruling psychopaths.
Thanks to science and technology, modern governments are nearly omnipotent, and yet
technology is sickening and killing them, too, and it is already being used by a growing network
of Green Prophets to communicate ideas that will destroy the enemies of life and to help us
transition to paradise.

Thanks to bureaucracy and technology, modern governments and their associated experts are
nearly omniscient, and yet all their ‘information’ and ‘intelligence’ makes them weak and
mentally stagnant, while obedience to the Laws of Life makes us strong and mentally active,
therefore, the Green Prophets will soon defeat the enemies of life.
Thanks to the media, schools included, faith and belief in governments is nearly universal,
and yet that faith is growing more fragile by the day because the difference between reality and
media propaganda is increasing and the Green Prophets are speaking; therefore, like a house of
cards, faith will be destroyed at its height.

The For-Profit Godernment
Every religion is a for-profit scheme. Perform a few good actions before death, and you will earn
an eternal and infinite reward.
a universal feature of every civilization; it even persisted in socialist and Communist nations
where workers and nations were the new gods.
Traditionally, I mean in feudal and capitalistic societies, the working masses didn’t worship
themselves, they worshipped the governing class, the royal families, nobles, ‘nations’ and
churches that they supported with their works, wars and taxes. Traditionally, the working masses
also worshipped the products of their work: gigantic monuments, wars, pyramids, statues and
temples – all built and waged for their governors, the men they made rich while they reaped
poverty, death and the consolation prize of pride.
Contrary to the popular myth, all governments are for profit. Every king, emperor, governor,
mayor, president and prime minister want to work as little as possible and own as much false
wealth as possible. The only difference between governments and corporations is that the
customers of governments are called taxpayers instead of clients and customers, and taxpaying is
more involuntary than shopping.
Nobles, kings and emperors were also capitalists, moguls, tycoons and landlords. Their
empires and kingdoms were their assets and their private property. They capitalized on any
opportunity to conquer foreign markets—I mean foreign peoples.
Traditionally, governments are business enterprises formed by wealthy elites. Their purpose is
to unite them, not the people, in a common front against rival, foreign nobles and against the
people. They only share just enough to avoid the riots and revolutions that harm their profits.
Today, western governments serve to help corporate elites conqueror foreign markers, crush
foreign competitors and silence internal critics. The U.S. government is the most aggressive,
powerful and godlike bizniz. Its military bases and wars never bring true wealth to anyone; it
always serves to extract false wealth and it always works to crush nations that dare to live
without their loans, bombs, and biznizzes.
The first governments were more honest: they did not attempt to deceive their hostage
populations by claiming to be democratic and defenders of the people. But, as the cry for
democracy grew, they learned to fake democracy, and they created the myth that governments
defend the poor from foreign armies and raiders. Now, for-profit governments even claim they
protect the poor from poverty, the sick from disease, and the ignorant from ignorance. Of course,

the more services they provide, the more bureaucrats and civil servants profit from providing
services.
But the parasites got too greedy; now, the mask of democracy has fallen off; and now, rather
than attempt to wear the hated mask again, the ruling class is defending despotism and
technocracy, boldly insulting people by insisting that modern, for-profit economies must be
managed by experts.
Do the world’s experts know that they will profit most by obeying the Laws of Life? If they
know it, they reject or ignore it. Therefore, they shall become extinct and we shall flourish.
*
Traditionally, governments had little interest in anything beyond war and taxation. However,
about 500 years ago, European seafaring merchants became so rich that governments began
providing a chosen few companies with licenses to operate monopolies in return for military
support. The military support was intended to help merchants conquer new ‘markets;’ in return,
the merchants paid for licenses or charters. Thus, capitalism evolved beyond war and taxation
into the world of militarily-supported foreign trade-profiteering.
Now the capitalist, militarized-bizniz masters of the world are everywhere tearing open
otherwise unwilling markets for expensive war games, plunder and unfair trading. The British
Crown provided military support and privateers for the East Indies Company and Hudson’s Bay
Company. Since the fall of the British Empire, during the past century, the U.S. Empire has
corrupted or overthrown perhaps a hundred foreign governments and forced most of the world to
sell its labour and resources for nothing but misery and misdevelopment.
The influence of sea-based, international ‘trade’ and shipping on all English-speaking
governments can be demonstrated by the language. Shipping terminology has contaminated and
shaped the justice systems of the English-speaking world (mazzastick.com, Admiralty Law
Conspiracy).
Colonial government expanded assets and market share through violence, deception and
broken land treaties. Today, economic sanctions are an additional tactic that is nothing more than
a form of military siege.
Governments and businesses work hand in hand. Deals between the new Ukrainian
government and U.S. corporations Exxon and Monsanto were made possible only after U.S.
government actors helped overthrow the old Ukrainian government. Generally speaking, all
modern politicians represent business interests and their interest in health, education, and welfare
is not even secondary; it is a scam or piece of naivety and ignorance.
In the past, several European colonial powers vied for dominance of shipping routes; today,
the U.S. controls most of the world’s shipping routes. This control over maritime movements is
self-serving, oppressive and for-profit.
Books like Confessions of an Economic Hitman and Super-Imperialism reveal the
machinations by which the U.S. government works to generate profits for privately funded
‘world’ banks and U.S. corporations. The first step involves convincing corrupt or gullible
foreign leaders to accept loans with which to hire U.S. corporations to industrialize the country;
if this fails, the CIA secretly foments a fake revolution that overthrows the uncooperative

leaders; if this fails, the media and intelligence agencies accuse the foreign leaders of being antidemocratic dictators and the U.S. military and its willing allies destroy the country.
Roman Catholic conquerors and colonial powers washed their hands of blood by claiming
they brought Christian civilization to the peoples they murdered; the British just claimed to bring
civilization with their ships; now the U.S., claims to bring freedom and democracy to the nations
it exploits for profit. Meanwhile, much of its profits are earned by selling overpriced military
hardware and know-how to the most oppressive and stupid governments.
One reason the U.S. became the world’s ruling superpower by selling military hardware and
knowledge to both Germany and England during WWII. The war physically and financially
destroyed both nations, leaving the U.S. rich, undamaged and the new ruling superpower. The
Soviet Union attempted to rival the U.S., but that ended in 1990 after American agents
successfully corrupted the Soviet Communist government, had it overthrown and had its leader
replaced with a stooge.
Another world-destroying, for-profit tactic involves agriculture. Industrialized and subsidizes
farms in the West produce extremely cheap crops. When, by force or free-trade deals, these crops
are sold in unindustrialized countries, their small farmers inevitably become bankrupt and
migrate into cities to look for work. So, foreign governments allow the U.S. to build its factories
near their cities, thus providing new but much less desirable jobs for the jobless or penniless
farmers. The end result is big profits for U.S. corporations and for colluding foreign leaders.
*
Voting has not improved the for-profit behavior of governments. If elections challenged the
profits of the ruling elites, they would become illegal. If a president raises taxes on the rich, the
rich will leave. Roosevelt raised taxes; then the rich began moving their money and factories
overseas.
Voting is really an old tradition. Monarchs were elected by wealthy nobles from among
themselves. Today, elections in the U.S. and elsewhere are manipulated by the rich and when
this fails, meaningful reform is stymied by vast government institutions full of unelected staff
and a criminal ‘deep’ state that serves established business interests rather than people.
Like any other business, governments compete for good ‘employees’ and customers. In our
representative democracies, you can even elect your ruling party by voting – which is like
choosing where you work and shop. Your wallet is your ballot box. Your choices are painfully
limited in the political, employment and retail worlds, but who cares? So long as you have a
million varieties of unhealthy foods, who dreams of protesting?
How do governments persist when they always break their promises and lead people into
debt, disease and war? Obviously, the people are corrupted; they are too dependent on
governments services, and they believe they cannot survive without government services.
Not all governments are equal, for the most powerful are the most tyrannical, and the best
governments strive to make a world without government.
*

Libertarians believe governments should meddle less in business affairs. This is stunningly
naïve. Traditionally, wherever real wealth exists, people have little or no interest in trading with
and profiting from others. Governments are businesses and governments are the biggest
promoters and enforcers of bizniz.
Libertarians believe that the world’s pursuit of false wealth would benefit from the absence
of government control. They assume false wealth has true wealth; and, they assume that markets,
corporations, workers and consumers are essentially self-controlling, intelligent and benevolent.
These are two fatal mistakes.
Corporations and business leaders do want fewer government regulations, but they love
governments, for they love corporate subsidies, insanely low corporate taxes, police protection
and the military’s work to expand their markets.
Corporations actually operate like governments, with their own presidents, congress-like
boards of directors, hierarchies, administrative staff, and so on. Additionally, corporate elites
often enter politics and occupy the highest seats in governments.
In fact, corporations are dictatorships. In fact, corporations are certainly less democratic than
even our fake-democratic governments. Shareholders are frequently ignored, employees are
routinely ignored, and the promotion and hiring process is never democratic.
Today, the difference between corporations and governments is mostly illusory.
Corporations already govern governments. They write and influence federal, state and municipal
laws. Similarly, THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA is a corporation (You Know Something
is Wrong When.....: An American Affidavit of Probable Cause, Anna Maria Riezinger), and every
government is a for-profit business, the fact that they can create endless debt notwithstanding. If
citizen taxpayers don’t like their ‘national company,’ they can always shop for another country,
renounce their citizenships and emigrate.
Western governments created the first corporations for the sole purpose of looting – I mean
profiting – from foreigners; now corporations rule and loot the world and use western
governments to overthrow foreign governments that protect their people – which means the U.S.
typically overthrows democratic and popular leaders.
We could call the global religion Corpocracy, Corpo-statism or Parasitism. Whatever we call
it, it is more powerful, dangerous and destructive than any conventional religion. Fortunately,
political atheism is growing, and faith in governments, corporations and the technologies they
employ is eroding as we become more aware that they are leading us to destruction.

Of Saviors and Presidents
Hurrah! We have lost almost all our faith in religious heroes.
Booh! We have replaced religious heroes with a circus of celebrities, a horror house of
scientists and a puppet show of politicians.
Why worry when you can trust in presidents, doctors, scientists and experts?
If American politicians are so great, why aren’t international scouts recruiting them? Why
aren’t they leading other democratic nations? Politicians work for crony corporate friends

instead, and some, like former British Prime Minister Tony Blair, specialize in advising foreign
political tyrants on how to profit.
Lazy, cowardly, ignorant people think their leaders and prophets can save them. The
revolution has no special heroes. Every man, woman and child can be and must be a
revolutionary hero – and this does not mean they should grab a gun or pilot a bomber. Any
dimwit can do that. Nor does it mean that we need more geniuses to invent better guns and better
machines. All of this is a convenient lie designed to keep you from doing what is heroic:
changing your diet, refusing to watch MSM, refusing to be passive at school, refusing to pay
taxes, refusing to be silent and so on.
To be the head of anything is to decapitate others. The best leaders are those that serve to
destroy dependence on them.
Green Prophets never run for the presidency; and if a presidency is given to them, they will
abolish it.
*
American businessman Peter Schiff made a brazen defense of wealth inequality by claiming that
business leaders are brave souls and economies will crash if business generals aren’t rewarded
for taking risks to develop our world. That Peter is quite a comedian.
Employees are the risk takers. They can be fired and lose their homes. Business owners have
a million tricks to avoid risk and personal bankruptcy. And who pays when a business leader
makes poor decisions? Who is fired? Whose salary is cut?
But I don’t defend the working class. I want to abolish the working class. I want to end the
whole world of risk taking. We live with terrible risks of war, disease, famine and other faces of
death. Morality and mortality forbid risk taking.
In paradise we do not live in fear of discrimination, scams, violence, sexual abuse, vaccines,
cancer, school exams, deadlines, stock market crashes, inflation, unemployment, hunger and the
other faces of civilization.

The Holy Media
For the past 200 years or so, people have traded their shamans, priests, pastors and holy ministers
for the fake of Bullshittism: fiction, theater and fake news. Fortunately, belief in the fake media
is already crumbling. Most major newspapers only exist because the elites subsidize them and
suppress alternative, conscientious and honest news.
In the U.S., the press – on behalf of its puppet masters – is perpetually inventing new Satans
and devils. Presstitutes and politicians keep people wracked with almost religious fear and hope.
Propaganda about witches, Communists and other bogusmonsters has terrorized the weakminded public. Even real problems are harnessed to the fear machine. Economic and
environmental issues are exploited to produce fear rather than understanding and solutions. The
public, feeling helpless and/or confused, seeks refuge in the theater of athletes, acrobats and
actors.

The BS news media promotes fear in order to sell more papers but, increasingly, the goal is
not profiting from the media but from other industries that profit from fear. Fear justifies
enormous military, spying and policing budgets.
The BS media also excels at portraying foreign rulers as monsters from whom foreign
people must be saved by American bombs and missiles that reduce cities to dust.
And let’s not neglect the terrors of economic news. The press continually insists that all is
well in the golden-arched America. But this good news conflicts so strongly with the average
man’s experience that he must surely live in fear that he’s lost his mind or forgotten to take his
medication. Fortunately, the press regularly insist that the economy is also improving, or that its
recovery is near, so the underemployed, unemployed, and misemployed smile, close their eyes
and go back to sleep.
One of the most terrifying episodes in American history occurred in late 2007, when
Secretary of the Treasury, Henry Paulson, prophesied that if Congress did not infuse banks with
a few hundred billion dollars per month, the whole world would be plunged into … I forget the
word he used, but Hell is a suitable substitute.
Every nation’s national papers, anthem, constitution, amendments and bills of rights are its
prayers and scriptures. Secular people no longer bow to ancestors and saints; they worship
celebrities and politicians, and they believe all the people who profit from their ignorance.
Have we become wiser? People no longer believe in magical stones and icons; instead,
people believe in logos and in the CIA-Corporate News.
Green Prophets do not create irrational fears; they call attention to what deserves our fear,
and they take action and preserve and improve Life.
*
Before we created the modern media machine, there was the Catholic Church. In its many
thousands of live entertainment outlets, its churches, priests were the first news broadcasters and
celebrities. They awed the public. They read prefabricated scripts, or scriptures, all carefully
written by secret bullshitters in secret scriptoria, just as today the media is so thoroughly
controlled by money, by corporations, by Zionists, by the CIA and by the Pentagonads that we
might as well be back in our churches listening to fairy tales.
The Catholic Church was so desperate to control what people thought that it forbade people
from reading its scriptures. Independent thinking still spells death for the ruling class. Today, the
media – schools included – prevent access to the best books, do not encourage critical readings
of government papers and pharmaceutical inserts, and do not print on food products whether or
not they are bioengineered and whether or not they contain chemical pesticides and herbicides.
In fact, for centuries, Catholics listened to their priests speak to them and God in Latin, a
language people did not understand. Now, priests speak the language of the people, but this has
not improved comprehension.
The fact is, most people don’t care about words. They like rhythm, emotion, atmosphere,
graphics, and special defects – all of which both the Church and the MSM deliver in abundance.
Statues, paintings, music, incense and abracadabra rituals awed the millions who filled Rome’s

churches. Today the Audio-Visual Church is everywhere drowning out thought, cramming
sensory and emotional experiences into us, paralyzing thought.
Not surprisingly, such helpless, captivated captives of the state want heroes and gods. But
here, too, progress exists, especially in the West. There, people have progressed from celebrating
the endlessly re-enacted death and resurrection of their heroic Jesus to gaping at the screens that
show them a million real and imaginary deaths.
The Green Prophets disarm and convert the world with facts that awaken fear of disaster and
desire to live.

The Church of Education
Education, a mundane yet glorified part of the media, is the foundation of Bullshittism. Like the
media, which is increasingly monopolized by a few morally bankrupt elites, education was
shaped and masterminded by wealthy men who understood nothing about paradise, men whose
agenda was personal profit and false wealth acquisitio n. To this end, they created an education
system that mass produces heads full of bullshit, I mean knowledge – yes, knowledge of how to
do nothing but earn money, pay taxes, go shopping and always believe in and contribute to the
progress of science and technology instead of to sanity, to culture and humanity.
Fortunately, a little culture and critical thinking still, sometimes, slips through the cracks of
the education system. Most notably, mirrors are held up to Bullshittism. Among these mirrors are
our dystopian novels. Some are taught in schools; unfortunate ly, they are taught badly. Teachers
do not understand that the fictional dystopias they read represent radical critiques of the real
dystopia they are living in and helping to create.
Great literature from Pippi Longstocking to Fahrenheit 451 and Catcher in the Rye offer
satires and criticisms of education. Somehow, our educators tend to overlook this. Of course,
they overlook it. They do not even realize that they bear a great deal of responsibility for
teaching children to be amoral, ignorant, selfish little creatures with no passion for life. And yet,
as they are increasingly aware that adults are not doing anything substantial to slow
environmental and health destruction, and appear incapable of avoiding catastrophe, children are
losing faith in their government certified educators.
An army of young, Green Prophets is coming; their weapon is knowledge, and the wounds
they inflict are Shame and Guilt.
*
Once upon a time no one dared to publish mockeries or criticisms of religious institutions; now
such things are the substance of popular comedies in those developed countries where most
people trade church services for shopping. The same fate awaits our faith in schools, science and
technology. That faith will be increasingly mocked, criticized and condemned in public forums;
indeed, that time is already here. One day school attendance will not only become voluntary but
as unpopular as church attendance.

In fact, thanks to the unscientific science perpetuated in our schools, we are not yet a
scientific people. Our students do not know what they eat, breathe, or read, and they do not
know what their parents, governments and corporations are doing. And they read unscientific
history books that explain wars without getting the enemy’s opinion and perspective, not to
mention those of mothers, children and maimed soldiers on all sides.
Modern, fake-science-based public schools do not even examine the absurd, unscientific
and dangerous claims made by our religions. Generally speaking, our schools leave all our
superstitions unchallenged. Indeed, they even promote new superstitions about sexuality,
diseases, elections, banking, racism, etc.
Our schools are churches that, like all churches, temples, mosques and synagogues,
implicitly promote all the qualities promoted by religion: ignorance of reality, submission to
authority, no critical thinking – at least no critical thinking regarding submission, authority,
religion and the false wealth students are being trained to earn in their ‘post-graduation’
afterlife.
Boredom is an epidemic in our schools, and boredom at school is the best evidence that
school is a failure. Wisdom, I hope, is always interesting. Boredom is the healthy response to
boring work and entertainments.
The children of the Green Prophets learn the Laws of Life without books, and they learn
from the geniuses who inspire them to listen to their art, their bodies, to humanity, and to
Nature.

Prayer and Science
In Bullshittism, the faithful trust their politicians, scientists and other alleged experts. They do
not notice that prayer, voting and science have prevented the same number of wars and famines:
zero.
What are the wages of Bullshittism? The military sciences have killed hundreds of millions;
agricultural science is responsible for famines, floods, plagues, and so on. But hope is immune to
reason.
The military and agricultural industries as well as the intelligence, pharmaceutical,
transportation, climate modification industries are leading us towards omnicide. But hope is
immune to reason.
Technology isn’t a savior or even a dues ex machina. The wheel only liberated men from
work they did not wish to do and left them unemployed or employed in worse jobs. Intelligent
people don’t create work they don’t enjoy.
Now, some geniuses think blockchain technology can make money honest and help to
improve the world. Are we utterly devoid of imagination? We think a new form of money can
save us? In a sharing, human economy, money of any kind is a bad joke.
The belief that we can be saved by any kind of technology or political leader deserves to be
in the same trash bin as our wonderful scriptures. They are worse than useless; for thousands of
years, they have contributed to creating a world that converts real wealth into false wealth, life

into death; a world designed to create conflict and increase wealth inequality because it is
devoted to the pursuit of false wealth.
Both religion and science treat symptoms. Jesus and the Buddha did not address the causes
of war, disease and hunger, and neither do our noble scientists, doctors, engineers and generals.
No one knows how to optimize human health and happiness, how to stop us from destroying
habitats and causing runaway extinction, and how to optimize the health of the biosphere. No
school teaches anyone these skills because they do not translate into money.
We are committing global biocide, and this has been made possible by the media and by the
machines and workers who serve the economy of destruction.
*
Thanks to technology, Bullshittism looks miraculous. Food is transported around the planet in
airplanes and ships, but is that miraculous and is it food?
Robots and servants can make pizzas, but can they create ethical and environmentally friendly
and affordable pizzas? No. The ingredients for such a pizza would need to be grown, harvested,
shipped and prepared without the vast poison spewing industrial infrastructure we depend on for
our little lives. Such pizzas would need to be made by workers paid enough to buy property,
retire comfortably and send children to university. In short, a moral pizza would cost hundreds,
possibly thousands of dollars.
Jesus cured a few sick people, but the dimwit forgot to remove the causes of sickness—all
those nasty little organisms that cause leprosy and plague wherever humans turn the environment
into cesspools of sewage and corpses. Jesus did not eliminate the causes because he did not know
how to eliminate them and because eliminating them would put the Church out of business. The
pharmaceutical and medical industry continues the tradition of treating symptoms so that no one
notices that civilization is destructive of human health.
On all fronts, symptoms are being treated. Don’t have enough time or energy to do everything
you must do? Than try our processed foods, laundry services, electric toothbrushes and drivethru diners! Every day the market invents a new miracle product that promises to improve your
life while doing nothing to address the fact that your life is being consumed by a parasitic
economy, by parasitic bankers, and by parasitic corporate profiteers. Our automated world has
not reduced average workloads; instead, it has deprived citizens of employment, poisoned the
environment and turned us into stupid button-pushers.
One day they will invent the “Miracle Baby-Making Machine,” and they’ll say it will
liberating women for pain when in fact they are ensuring that working women can work even
harder for them and their bills.
The miracles of automotive engineering, geoengineering, fractional reserve banking, interest
extraction, credit engineering and so on are shams that impoverish a growing global majority.
Today, elite con artists claim they can resurrect multi-national economies by dumping more
and more credit and debt onto them. The debt that presently exists can never be repaid, but
instead of forgiving (cancelling) debts, they issue new debt to help pay old debts. Christians copy
this model by rarely if ever forgiving a single crime and instead believing that a crime is a debt
you can pay for with another crime like a prison sentence.

The Universal Religion is founded on the faith and fiction that infinite economic growth is
possible and necessary. This lie as dangerous and unnatural as the lie that we are immortal,
endowed with souls that will live for an infinite period. Indeed, without this belief in
immortality, we probably wouldn’t participate in an economy that wages war on our lives and
freedoms.
Paradise needs neither supernatural nor technological miracles. It is a natural miracle.

The Immortal Sold-dier
The universal feature of every popular religion is belief in immortality. Thanks to the rise of
Bullshittism, belief in immortality is stronger than ever – although it is no longer a conscious
belief. We simply live as if we assume we are immortal. Of course, we do. The number of
dangers people face is growing day by day. How could we live with the knowledge that death is
permanent?
We have replaced poisonous snakes and ferocious predators with nuclear weapons, military
drones, deadly cars and doctors, cancers and heart disease, drugs and guns. Who can live in such
a world without believing in immortality?
Governments give us seatbelts and traffic laws to reduce the carnage on our roads, but they
will not shut down our roads despite the fact cars kill 1.5 million people annually through
collisions alone.
Governments do everything they can to create the illusion that they create a safe world with
their bullets, bombs, drugs and speed limits. Priests and prayers might be more effective.
Governments wage deadly wars, doctors prescribe deadly medicines, and corporations
produce death for all, and who cares about life? Who knows they are mortal?
The modern imagination is so burdened with unnecessary fears that belief in immortality
might be the only thing that prevents us from becoming paralyzed by fear.
Green Prophets do not engage in dangerous behaviors unless they are necessitated by their
commitment to protecting or creating a world in which humans can thrive.

The Robot-Sheep
Religious rituals are stunningly repetitive. Mind-numbingly repetitive. They are anaesthetics for
the wounded, sore, bitter and confused. Confused and wounded people find meaning in comfort
in repetitive actions that are, frankly speaking, boring and stupid.
Bullshittism has perfected ritual. It has turned everything into ritual – not because the master
producers of bullshit want to comfort and anesthetize us, but because they want profit, and they
profit best by turning humans into robots.
Now, routine consumes our lives. Every day is predictable. Every hour is scheduled.
Spontaneous departures are suspicious, dangerous and prohibited!
Thou shall not ask questions during religious services.
Thou shall not leave or arrive either late or early.
Thou shall not pretend to be a police officer and arrest the president.

Thou shall not build your own parliament or congress.
Thou shall not intentionally do your job poorly.
Thou shall not invent new signatures and names for yourself.
Thou shall not work for the Ministry of Silly Talks.
Good teachers repeat their government-approved lessons a hundred times; good children
master endless nonsense through repetition. Day after day, the postman walks the same route and
the bus driver stops at the same corners. The cashier scans thousands of products and the actor
repeats lines and actions until its brain shrinks and turns to dust.
If you have the misfortune of working in a factory, you will be expected to repeat yourself
many thousands of times in a single day.
But let’s not be so negative! Let us celebrate! Let us imagine that technology has saved us
from work! Let us sing that mechanization has liberated humanity from thinking!
How do humans endure it? They don’t endure it, for they are not humans. They are sheep.
Robot-sheep. Their masters do not need thinking sheep. Only the master needs to think, but only
long enough to create and instruct his sheep. After that, he too does not want to think about how
his sheep are feeling. He will think about numbers instead. Therefore, his mind grows weaker
and weaker, less and less capable of honesty, sympathy and self-criticism.
And isn’t that why they are dreaming of replacing the working classes with robots? Perhaps,
but this is outrageous! The working classes have worked so hard to become robots only to be
replaced by real robots!
And yet, faith in technology remains. Well, perhaps, one day, an artificial intelligence will
evolve into a real intelligence, look at the world of human sheep and say, “You slaved for your
enemies for 10,000 years and you think technology, which is obviously destructive of Life, can
save you from work and extinction? Damn, you people are stupid!”
The Green Prophets love their bodies and the soil, air, water and sunshine that gives them
pure animal life – life that knows no routine, not unless it agrees with the Laws of Life.

The Daily Sacrifice
Human sacrifices were once offered to the gods on every inhabited continent. In the West, the
gruesome, Druidic tradition of sacrifice evolved into an imaginary human sacrifice, the
crucifixion of Jesus. While his sacrifice replaces actual human and animal sacrifice, it also
represents the culmination of human sacrifice to the state and master. Though the anti-Semitic
story blames Jews for his sacrifice, Jesus allows himself to be sacrificed by the state. Thus,
Christianity, like every religion, is actually a form of Bullshittism.
Today, Bullshittism is rampant. In every nation, people are all being sacrificed by their
governments and employers.
Today, the happiness and even the intelligence of our children is being sacrificed on the altar
of so-called education.
In fact, the health and happiness of all working people is being sacrificed on the Altar of
Economy. Global job satisfaction is abysmal. And yet, in developed countries, job satisfaction is
surprisingly high. Shockingly, the people whose jobs and lifestyles create the most pollution,

propaganda, military weapons, and deforestation are happy with their jobs. But why shouldn’t
you be happy if your work is easy? Why care about anything beyond your job security and
personal comfort level? Who cares if your job contributes to wars, ignorance, species extinction?
Civilized people sacrifice everything for nothing and hardly know what they have sacrificed;
therefore, the Green Prophets sacrifice civilization for paradise.

Competing for Fear
Christians are obsessed with devils instead of their true enemies: ignorance of paradise and
ignorance of the criminal Bullshitters that keep them ignorant.
The devils have perished, but Bullshittism has replaced the Devil with the foreigner, the
socialist, the Communist, the anarchist, the atheist, the environmentalist, and ultimately with
everyone.
In the competitive, capitalist system, everyone is your economic enemy. Everyone wants to
profit from your labor and everyone wants your customers, your money, and even your job if it’s
better than theirs.
Capitalism is a state of perpetual war. Someone is always being conquered, consumers are
always being targeted, qualified workers are being hunted, workers are being fired, and citizens
are ‘broken’ by bankruptcy and unemployment. The slaughter is relentless. The end game is a
world in which one victor or one gang of plutocrats monopolizes all of the world’s resources,
arable land and credit.
Capitalism generates endless fear. Fear of bankruptcy, fear of unemployment, fear of being
scammed, fear of deadlines and fear of bosses and colleagues who might take our jobs or win
promotions. How does this system improve us?
Members of other species do not compete to possess everything, yet that is what we are doing,
for no one can be satisfied by the pursuit of false wealth, not even if they possess the whole
world, the entire globe, for they will not have even a handful of true wealth.
Despite these facts, the belief remains that competing is good for economic progress, and
people imagine that competing can be altruistic and peaceful. In fact, economic competition is
actually the euphemistic phrase for exploiting and stealing from others – which is the economic
model of the criminal elites whose cruelty and greed have shaped everything we do.
If competing is such a positive force in human relations, would parenting improve if parents
competed with other parents for children? What tactics wouldn’t parents use to get the best or
most children? They’d compete to spoil and corrupt them all! They’d treat them like princes and
princesses and give them addictive foods, drugs, games and social media! They’d even give them
stupid thrills and feed their vanity with status symbols and flattery.
The Green Prophets compete against and defeat their enemies by refusing to play their
games, by exposing them as the servants of extinction, and by promoting a world of sharing and
cooperation.

Hoping for Change

Religious hope is a product of two largely unconscious causes: 1) the foreknowledge of death
and 2) the political and economic realities that produce misery, fear and despair. Fortunately,
religious hope is vanishing, but in their place Bullshittism has produced an assortment of new
hopes: hope in elections, hope in technology, and, of course, hope for victories in war, business,
games and sports; hope for success in love, parenting and school; and hope for social recognition
on social media.
The more hopeless life seems, the more intensely the fool hopes.
Most indigenous peoples were not obsessed with and possessed by hope. Among them, stress
and chronic worry were rare. They often feared violence, but their fears were short-lived.
Advanced civilizations create chronic fear and despair with long-term slavery, crushing taxation,
ruinous usury, and a perennial class system. Consequently, the opium of hope flourishes among
us.
When slavery, class and caste systems were well established, religions introduced hope. The
creators of the Confucian religion cared little for the opium of hope, but as wealth and political
inequality worsened, Taoism’s irrational hopes produced the Yellow Turban Rebellion of 184205 AD. The Taoist rebel general swore he would lead everyone to Heaven; consequently,
hundreds of thousands died. Seventeen hundred years later, the leaders of the Boxer Rebellion
gave oppressed Chinese the hope that they, with their bare hands, could fight the bullets and
cannonballs of their European oppressors. Death was the wages of their hope.
Now, as poverty grows and police-prison- militarily- imposed social orders become
widespread, people quell despair with hope. Millions of poor and nearly-broke Americans
continue to hope and believe that they can become rich.
Hope is a necessary drug in a world invented nervous breakdowns, midlife crises and heart
attacks. We hope scientists, doctors and politicians will come to our rescue, but the thread of
hope is fraying and breaking.
Every president feeds humanity’s hope for change. Change will happen whether we hope for
it or not. We’ll see change as we age and the world continues to develop towards its own
destruction. We’ll see change in our declining health and declining air and food quality. We’ll
change in our wallet as prices and taxes mysteriously rise and when our money suddenly loses all
its value
The Green Prophets do not hope; we think, speak, plan, and take action.

Planning for Freedom
The Catholic Church insists that humans have free will, but Protestants insist that everything is
determined by God’s plan. Whichever pile of holy shit you choose, you ignore the fact that your
life is determined by human rulers and by your ignorance.
The cult of freedom is always strongest where freedom is lacking. The Roman Empire
enslaved much of Europe, so Christians created a cult of imaginary freedom to be good or evil –
two terms the ruling class helped define in the most meaningless manner possible.
Originally Christianity was, among other things, a movement for the emancipation of slaves.
Christ was the redeemer, literally, the freer of slaves, but as the dream of emancipation failed,

the Church invented a Jesus who freed sinners from guilt – and, of course they defined guilt in
completely apolitical terms.
Today, Americans love to talk about freedom, for traditional slavery is gone, but in its place
is wage slavery, a million laws and an economy that sentences hundreds of millions of helpless
people to poverty.
Americans have little freedom, certainly less than King George’s subjects had in 1776.
American legislators sign over 40,000 new laws per year. Three decades ago, they already had
23,000 pages of federal law in 50 volumes of criminal code. Their Internal Revenue Code is
nearly 74,000 pages long. With so many obscure and ill-written laws, no one knows what their
rights or freedoms are, lawyers are free to exploit clients, rulers keep people in the dark, and
bureaucrats keep busy.
Around the world, the age of freedom ends in early childhood. Children are force-fed public
education for twelve years and are losing the freedom live without vaccines.
In the U.S., free women may not have two husbands. In free America, no one may have
backyard chickens or corn and bamboo in front yards. In free America, harmless cannabis is still
criminalized and no one may walk naked in public or bury a loved one on private property or
build an unconventional home or leave one damned country for a slightly better damned country
without the authorization of a bureaucrat.
And yet, this world dares to brag that it has given people unprecedented rights and freedoms?
We controlled, determined, and robbed of our freedom by governments that plan and control
where people live, where they travel, what they grow, what kinds of homes they live in, what
interest rates they pay, what land they live on, and the quality of the air and water they have in
their bodies.
Of course, we have plenty of freedom in our shops and stores. You can choose your poison.
But try to find affordable organic food and the money to purchase it. You are free to do anything
that makes the ruling class richer.
Freedom? Freedom from unpleasant work should among the best freedoms, but it is always
ignored. Who today has the freedom to work as little as indigenous people worked?
Do you have the freedom to create your own country, however small it might be?
And governments sent naive young men to die on battlefields- for-profit.
*
Freedom is one of the favorite illusions of Bullshittism. Critics of Bullshittism understand that
the ruling Bullshitters determine the lives of the 99.99%. They plan what will happen to us, when
we will have war, what will be in our water and air, and what our children read in school.
Many of their plans are long-term plans. Wars are planned long in advance and always for
profit. Amerika’s Revolutionary War was planned by American slave traders. To continue
profiting, they wanted independence from England, which was planning to abolish the slave
trade. The Civil War has a similarly ugly story. It was never meant to free slaves. It was planned
for the profit of Washington federalists. The northern federalists wanted more power over
individual states, so they promoted abolition in order to weaken the slave-dependent, antifederalist south. Abolition and the rights of blacks was a convenient moral excuse.

World War One was planned by England’s elite. They were desperate to stop Germany from
becoming a rival empire. World War Two was planned to destroy a newly rising Germany – but
not only to destroy Germany, also all to destroy Western Europe and Japan. This time American
elites secretly armed in financed Germany and England, so that the two could destroy one
another and so that Germany could also destroy the Communist threat to capitalism that was
rising in the USSR. The U.S. global empire did not develop by chance; it is the product of
careful planning.
Even economic crashes are planned and created to profit the insiders.
Diseases and natural disasters are being planned and produced for profit.
The ex-governor of Minnesota recently revealed evidence that BP’s eco-catastrophic oil spill
in the Gulf of Mexico was planned—planned for profit—because the people behind BP were
also in the business of accepting government money to clean up after oil spills.
Even the weather is secretly being planned or geo-engineered for profit. If global warming
results in flooding cities and drying precious rivers, the rulers of the world will find a way to
profit from death and mayhem.
Our psychopathic gods attempt to plan everything, but all their plans are violations of the
Laws of Life, therefore their plans lead to failure while the plan of the Green Prophets leads to
victory.

Symbolic Wealth
The world is awash in false wealth. They once thought God’s imaginary love makes them rich,
now they are devout Bullshitters, so they think McDonald’s golden arches, Apple’s poisonous
apples, designer handbags and other symbols of false wealth make them rich.
Mansions, fast cars and expensive homes are all forms of imaginary wealth. A large house
helps you make bankers rich, feel important, live unsustainably, and live in a home without
community and joy. All our false wealth leads life to misery and destruction.
A Ferrari is a shiny coffin waiting for you to risk your life, become obese, impress idiots, and
pollute and destroy the real wealth of the world.
Midas, Morgan, Rockefeller and Rothschild think they are wealthy, but listen to them speak
and you will hear nothing but cold, winter winds.
The rich have their angels: pretty wives, escorts, young lovers—not human beings but statues,
possessions and mere illusions of beauty whose pomp and painted smiles hide intellectual
deserts.
Even our art collectors are collectors of symbolic wealth. They spend less time thinking about
colors and shapes than about money, suits and boots. Paintings are jewels in their crowns; they
exist for show and exhibition, not for thought, not as playground s for creative, pattern-seeking
and pattern-making minds.
Our minds, bodies, communities and environments are in ruins and only obedience to the
Eight Laws of Life can create true wealth.

The Romantic Slave
Infatuation, or pathological love, is a core component of Bullshittism. Love used to be gentle and
mild, nowadays it is a mental disorder that can express itself in emotional hysterics and daily
bouts of giddiness.
The moment the free mind is infected with false love, it is chained to illusions of beauty,
intelligence, benevolence and loyalty. The whole mind is paralyzed by all-consuming love. The
world disappears in the shadow of the imagined god or goddess. Everything else ceases to
matter. To the detriment of society, the beloved person monopolizes the lover’s every thought
and action.
And how did we become so sick? The answer is simple. A culture that worships one God,
one leader and one hero always becomes obsessed with loving one man or woman. The most
civilized, monotheistic and monarchic nations forbid polygamy. This one-spouse mania is called
monogamy, and it was and remains a mania.
Fortunately, our mania for monogamy has declined. The marriage institution now permits
much more freedom to divorce, remarry and even to engage in sexual relationships outside of
marriage. This was a predictable development because unelected monarchs have given way to
elected, temporary leaders, and religious freedom and atheism have spread. The history of
unconscious and unconditional love has already climaxed; it is presently in the early stages of its
death throes.
The Green Prophets love life and do not build fences and walls around their love, so please
excuse them for being sluts.

Fake Rights and Liberty
I do not want the right to sit anywhere on a bus or the right to drink from common fountains.
Busses are killing us and marriage is a recipe for misery and a paltry happiness.
I do not want the right to vote ignorant and dangerous people into power over me.
I do not desire the right to marry homosexuals or anyone else for that matter.
I do not want healthcare for all; the world’s healthcare a threat to humanity.
I do not want ‘free’ tax-funded schooling for everyone; I want freedom from the classrooms
of ignorance.
I do not want the right to work in deadly machines, mines, fields, laboratories, offices, and
factories.
I do not feel blessed that my rulers have granted me the right to express myself freely, for I
know that they are working to prevent everyone from reading, listening and understanding the
truth.
How can freedom exist in a world with a million and one laws, in a world of governments
and elites work in secrecy to determine the fate of nations, continents and the world?
Why would I want equality in diversity? Should I be happy that people of all colors are
participating as equals in insanity? Please applaud your black president, your female general,
your white sheep and all the children slaving in schools and fighting for their virtual lives.

As for the question of equality, why would I want to be treated like your equal? Presently
we’re all being treated like farm animals who have no right to take any action except those
actions that profit the wealthy and do not challenge their civilization.
Why do I want the right to shop and work and participate in a world that creates real
poverty, a world destined for destruction?
All I want is the right to create paradise, but who can give me that right? No one but me.

Counter-Culture Crap
What have we done to our children? We have made them as superficial as ourselves. We have
even corrupted their instinct to rebel against our boring and oppressive culture. Now they think
fashion statements are meaningful ways to rebel – even when their rebellious fashions are bought
at fashion boutiques and enrich the very corporations that are poisoning the Earth. The cotton
industry, for example, is immensely polluting and the mega-corporations that control the cotton
seed and pesticide industries drive farmers into debt and the grave.
Hair styles, tattoos, body piercing, all this is being peddled to children as if such mundane
and stupid things represent meaningful choices, as if they could make you unique, special, or just
yourself. It’s all part of a misdirected and misinformed search for attention and meaning in a
dehumanizing world.
Children, if you want to rebel, refuse to eat garbage and refuse to learn garbage. Become
raw, organic vegans, ask your parents what they are doing to create a better world, accuse your
leaders of being monsters of injustice, demand that your teachers work harder and educate
yourself, become education terrorists and disrupt classes by presenting the truth about the world
and about the bullshit and evil being taught in our schools (stopBSnow.com).

Fake Alternatives
Modern atheists are full of religious instincts. They have ‘faith’ in politicians and scientists. They
‘worship’ celebrities. They love the Temple of Consumerism. And, they know nothing of
paradise. The Globalist religion produces nominal atheists, atheist who reject God and religious
institutions, but generally speaking these atheists behave no differently from pious believers.
Refusing to worship in temples and churches is a profoundly personal decision that can have
social consequences, but it has no effect on the political-economic world order.
Atheism must focus on mortality rather than God’s nonexistence. Only knowledge of
mortality, not knowledge of God’s nonexistence, can inspire us to take life, health and the
environment seriously.
Politically active anarchists are also full of religious instincts. They reject all forms of
leadership, but they neglect to reject the enslavement of the mind that happens in romantic
relationships, in the internet, in schools and churches, in the temples of consumerism, and even
in workplaces.
Socialists demand financial reform, tax reform, political reform, decent incomes and universal
access to jobs, healthcare and education. These are all good demands to make if you want people

to have more money and therefore more capacity to go shopping, consuming and destroying. If
you want a restorative and sustainable economy, you need to abolish money, taxation, politics,
jobs and the modern medical and media establishment.
Almost all art has devolved into entertainment, and most of it expresses no social, political or
environmental awareness. Artists no longer even think rationally about beauty. They believe in
relativism, the nihilistic belief that all tastes are equal and that no objective criteria exist for good
art. Most consumers of entertainment do discriminate and judge, but their ideas about what is
good art show how poorly they think and how little they know about the Laws of Life. The fact
that people do not know how to identify good art should not surprise us; presently almost no one
even knows what good food is, and our species seems happy eating garbage.

New Revolutionaries
During much of the 20th century, Communists in America were demonized and attacked for
being atheists. That was the worst charge their enemy could think of. They did not identify the
actual problems with Communism; that it promotes industrialization and offers not solution for
the environment catastrophe that it helps to create. The cry of “Atheist!” was effective because
America was still hopelessly superstitious – I mean religious.
To be fair, capitalist elites were also clever enough to portray Communism as the enemy of
freedom, and there is some truth in that, even freedom is largely an illusion in modern, capitalist
states. Capitalism grants people the freedom to exploit one another and the freedom to corrupt
democratically elected leaders, the freedom to ruin the environment, and other freedoms we need
not celebrate.
Now that capitalism has created extreme economic inequality and environmental catastrophe,
socialism and even Communism are regaining popularity. This is an error. While they might be
preferably to capitalism, they are not the solutions we need. The world needs far more radical
solution. Although they distribute wealth more equitably, they do not protect the environment
and they fail to redefine wealth.
Even with respect to religion, Communism is shallow and therefore it fails to take death and
extinction seriously, two failings that cannot be ignored in this time of existential crisis.
Communism rejects religion because religious institutions helped oppress the poor majority;
Marx, who called religion a form of opium, did consider why people needed opium, did not
address their need for opium, therefore Communists continued to indulge in ‘opium.’
Atheism misses the point. God is only meaningful if he provides immortality; therefore, the
focus should be on mortality. This change of focus should compel people to take the present
environmental and crises more seriously.
Yet another part of the problem – also ignored by Marx – is the historical failure of the arts to
stimulate vital intellectual growth, health and pleasure.
Today, the media continues to portray anarchism as a source of disorder and even violence. In
fact, over the past century, anarchist activists improved life for millions of industrial workers.
Now, however, that form of anarchism is outdates. The time has come to abandon industrial
work and begin the environmental work needed to save life on Earth.

Vegetarianism and veganism are gaining popularity, and so they should. The traditional
western diet of meat and grains is enormously energy intensive and represents the leading cause
of deforestation. This is critical, for trees are critical to our survival. Still, vegetarianism and
veganism are not radical enough. They do not eliminate agriculture and monoculture, and they
do reduce but do not prevent deforestation, mechanization, and hierarchization. To prevent these
problems, we need to become eaters of fresh, organic, raw food, and this is impossible on a
global scale unless we all become community gardeners, permaculturalists or agro-foresters (The
Organic No-Till Farming Revolution: High-Production Methods for Small-Scale Farmers,
Andrew Mefferd).
The obstacles confronting the Green Prophets seem enormous. We are so few in number, but
a cultural and moral climax is building. People are weary, losing faith in everything and starting
to understand and accept the solutions. And while hundreds of generations and enormous effort
has been squandered for the creation of a global disaster, with just one generation and a little
effort, we could create a global paradise.

The Hollywood Bible: Star Wars
Star Wars, the movie series, qualifies as the ultimate expression of the American Dream: a world
without Nature; a world where perpetual war exists between humans and subhuman creatures; a
world where humans – especially the heroes – are incapable of wit and wisdom, do play with or
care about children, and learn nothing from their elders except how to fight.
Coincidentally, these fatal failings make Star Wars indistinguishable from religious epics
such as the Bhagavad Gita and Revelations. However, Star Wars is also intentionally religious.
George Lucas, the creator and director of the Star Wars movies, was raised by a Methodist father
and Jewish mother, and the influence of these religions is evident. Though I have no interest or
time to make a thorough analysis, I did notice that one of the villains in Revenge of the Sith was
named Palestine, which implies a possible anti-Palestinian, pro-Jewish racism. This reading is
confirmed by the fact that the heroes are Jedi warriors, and the word Jedi, like Yoda – the Grand
Master of the Jedi Order, resembles Hebrew, German and Dutch words for Jew: Yehudi, Jude,
and Jood respectively (the Dutch J is pronounced like the English Y). Additionally, only one
major religion is symbolized by a star: Judaism. On the other hand, the first name of the heroic
Luke Skywalker is Christian, and his surname invokes the Gospel image of Jesus walking on a
cloud. In fact, a one kind of Christian interpretation would not conflict with the Jewish one; I
refer to the fact that so-called Christian dispensationalists believe that a great war in the Jewish
land of Israel must precede the coming of the Messiah or Second Coming of Christ. This
dispensationalist myth is not supported by the Roman Catholic Church, so we also find an antiCatholic portrait in the villain Palpatine, whose name resembles Palatine, the famous hill of
Rome.
If you think my insights are irrelevant to modern-day politics, consider this March, 2019
discussion between U.S. Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo. When a Jewish interviewer implied
that an evil nation in the Middle East named Iran wants to “eradicate the Jewish people” and
asked if President Trump had been chosen, “like queen Esther” of the Bible to “save the Jewish

people from the Iranian menace,” Mike Pompeo answered, smiling confidently, “As a Christian I
certainly believe that's possible.” He added, “I am confident that the Lord is at work here,”
alluding to the role the U.S. has played in promoting the war mongering Jewish state.
Doubtlessly, much more could be said about Star Wars or State Wars, but I lack the patience
and time, so I hope this brief treatment suffices for the epitome of Hollywood trash.

VISIONS OF PARADISE
When will paradise come? It will come at the end of time, a time without schedules, calendars
and clocks, for any world that wakes women, children and men with alarm clocks is Hell, and
any world that imposes schedules and deadlines is Hell. Life will always feel too short if you are
always rushed, half asleep, and doing unfulfilling work.
But time and clocks are not our enemies. Ignorance of paradise is our enemy. Billions of
people don’t even know that trees and insects are among their greatest friends, that soil is not
dirty, that food does not originate in stores and restaurants, and that water is not a commodity
provided by corporations and cities.
We have lost our connection with Nature. People listen to the real estate market, not to the
land that gives them life. They listen to their doctors, not to the bodies that give them life. They
listen to fictional characters on screens more than to their children. And they listen to politicians
who constantly violate the Laws of Life and have never envisions paradise.
Apparently, we prefer to create a Hell for ourselves. We work hard to ruin our own
environments, our bodies, our minds and our lives for profit – even, ironically, for our survival,
our economic survival. Some of us are even agreeing to be medical guinea pigs, while all of us
are being treated as guinea pigs as innumerable products and technologies that have not been
tested for long-term consequences are being consumed, inhaled, drunk and otherwise used by us.
The facts are documented in books such as the following six: Silent Spring, The Plutonium Files,
Seeds of Destruction, Toxic Cocktail: How Chemical Pollution is Poisoning Our Brains, Guinea
Pigs: Technologies of Control, and Whitewash: The Story of a Weed Killer, Cancer and the
Corruption of Science.
While people are enslaved and rendered powerless, governments are turning into fortresses,
impervious to demands for change, indifferent to calls for revolution and reform. The status quo
is enforced by militarized police, prisons, proxy armies, private armies and high-tech weaponry
and surveillance.
In light of these and a multitude of other signs that we are creating Hell, perhaps we’d better
make time for paradise.

Fight for Life
In this hostile world of escalating class war, should we continue shouting at the battlements and
pleading with roaring cannons and clouds of teargas? Should we still write letters of complaint
and suggestion to leaders who only have eyes for cherry-picked economic numbers, fake and
censored environmental statistics, and dramatizations of any crime not related to them? Dialogue
with thieves and murderers is even less productive than praying to gods.
So, what should we do with our ever more suicidal, despotic and military governments? I
applaud the brave souls who demand more democracy and more responsible government, but
they must understand that the best government is the one that frees people from government.
Many good people dream of clean energy and socialist governments; I have never had any
interest in them. Paradise has no use for technology or government. Its people live locally and

independently, and they harvest life in abundance by creating living environments purely, with
human energy and human bodies.
I cannot maintain the illusion that technology and governments are necessary. The poor,
powerless, hungry and dispossessed are in their current condition because of governments and
technology, and I know that as intelligent beings, once provided with land and knowledge, they
can rule themselves and provide all their needs without our machines.
How will we regain the land we lost and stop the monsters who demand our labor, extract
our taxes and steal and ruin our land, water, rain, clouds and even air? Until we overwhelm our
enemies with facts and numbers, until they give us habitable reservations, should we not use
violence against those who use violence and threaten the future of life on our planet?
“I was just doing my job” was not an acceptable defense for Nazis and it is not acceptable
now. Your job is to create a better world or to die trying.
The Green Prophet speaks to the thieves and murderers of Life: we will no longer wait to
defend ourselves. We will no longer wait until blood flows and prison doors slam shut. We will
no longer wait until the bulldozers are on our backs. We will take the initiative.
We will block and destroy roads that lead into forested land, and we will deflate the tires of
parked vehicles involved in deforestation and road building. We will also shut down military and
police bases, deep sea ports and airports. And, we will prevent access to geoengineering
equipment and supplies unless they are used to help us survive the consequences of our actions
and transition to a zero-tech world. For example, airplanes could be used to spray non-toxic fresh
water on forest fires or to spray non-toxic salt water into clouds over ocean water in order to
diminish sunshine; trucks and tractors can be used to spread volcanic ash and organic manure on
soils to boost the carbon sequestering potential of plants; and tractors and bulldozers can be used
to create swales to reduce erosion, to help soils sequester water and to help plants grow.
The monsters who support the Empire of Death should prepare to see the one they serve.
Police, politicians, engineers, CEOs and others devoted to maintaining and ‘growing’ the Empire
of Theft and Death deserve a last warning, but if they do not heed it, they might die anywhere,
even in their beds – and we Green Prophets, we women and children, we Defenders of Life, we
will not grieve.

The New Paradise
The devotees of paradise love Nature, but their love is not unconditional. If Nature sends
carnivores to devour their children, or if she sends a plague of herbivores to devour their gardens,
they fine tune Nature. If poisonous plants invade their gardens, they declare war. And they trim
and breed fruit trees to better suit their needs. And, if their own minds and bodies become a
burden, they do not hesitate to choose death.
The Green Prophets are at peace with Nature. They strip for the sun, fertilize trees, sing with
birds, feed worms, smell flowers, watch the bears, clown with children, hug and make life or
love with the trees and, in return, Nature rewards them.

How do they survive without grocery stores and restaurants? Their neighborhood is a garden
full of organic, life-giving foods that superior to anything found in our best restaurants and
shops. Their food is preventative medicine.
But where do they live? Not in caves or overpriced, toxic homes. Home is the beautiful
outdoors. Every tree’s canopy is a shelter, and every man and woman is a home designer who
builds from local materials, who builds simple, functional homes that are rarely occupied.
What about toilets? Toilets violate Nature’s mineral and water cycles. Nature uses
excrement as fertilizer, therefore it belongs near trees – preferably those that have finished
fruiting.
But what do our children do in paradise? They live learn everything necessary for a good
life by living with their elders. When attending to work, they happily play with their bodies, with
dyes, mud, leaves, sticks, dead insects, bones and with whatever is at hand. But they love to
work, for in paradise working is pleasant, and so it should be among intelligent people.
But don’t they have spouses, rulers, bosses and gods? No. Their love refuses to be
monopolized, and they obey nothing but wisdom, and they preserve all their wisdom without the
trouble of writing.
In fact, the Green Prophets live without books and other communication technologies. Their
minds have sufficient memory for all their needs, and they know the Laws of Life.

The Laws of Life
To those who complained earlier that I had forgotten half of the Laws of Life, my apologies.
Here are four I neglected to mention in my earlier list:
1. Create paradise by combining food bearing trees with smaller perennial and
annual plants that benefit each other and provide food, building materials,
heating materials, shade, natural pest control, nitrogen fixation and dye
production; also, shape the land with swales and dykes to prevent erosion and
stagnant water, forcing water into the soil or into rivers. Build soil quality and
fertilize trees and plants with humanure.
2. Create paradise by building with natural materials like cob, and by using
bamboo, hemp or some other plant to form building frames. Raise floors above
the level of the surrounding ground or build a short wall around the perimeter
to help direct rainwater away. Position the home in such a manner that it
enjoys shade at hot times and sunshine at cool times. Rainproof roof-walls with
colored plasters. Doorways should be small with entrances designed to
minimize wind. Beds of fresh cotton, herbs, flowers and other foliage covered
with sheets. The weather turns cold, consider moving or build clay rocket
stoves, but burn only deadwood, and make clothing, but only from human hair.
3. Create paradise by creating small communities that do not consume more than
their communal land provides. Share everything and before doing anything that
could impact others, discuss with them in order to make the best decisions.

Make everything communal, including child rearing and burial of the dead.
Every day, work to make others laugh and spend time with all age groups. Sex
for pleasure should be confined to sexually mature members within the
community, or village, while sex for reproductive purposes should involve
lovers from neighboring communities so that the population avoids inbreeding
and benefits from exogamy.
4. Create paradise by creating visual, musical and linguistic art from natural dyes
on clay or plaster, with flutes from bone or wood, and with a few words or
objects that represents them. Each artwork should harmonize all the extremes
in its respective medium and exhibit radical decentralization. Each aesthetic
element should be multi- functional, polysemic, poly-spatial or polytonal. The
arts are vital to paradise. Intellectually stimulating aesthetic experiences should
be daily and should begin at the earliest possible age.

